[The peculiarities of diagnosis and treatment of chronic venous insufficiency and venous forms of lower extremity dysplasia].
The authors present the modern viewpoint concerning the problem of chronic venous insufficiency in the cases of venous forms of dysplasia. The treatment of patients with of venous forms of dysplasia should be based on the principles of interdisciplinary approach, which stipulates both the careful diagnosis on the basis of mainly non-invasive methods and integration of surgical and conservative treatment methods. Today such treatment should be combined and conducted within the multi-purpose highly specialized institution. Only the combination of all treatment methods will allow achieving the best functional and esthetic results. In the cases when indications are absent and conduction of surgical or any other treatment method is impossible it is necessary control the venous anomaly (dynamical follow-up, compression as a basic variant of conservative therapy). It will allow minimizing the unfavorable influence on vital functions and improving the patient's life quality.